Social
Outcome

Role (Function)

Community Interpreting

Conference Interpreting

commune: “to be with”

confer: “to talk about”

1998 Oralism: defined by Paddy
Ladd (British)

An interaction taboo enforces
the assumption of cultural
neutrality.

1991 Australian Sign Language
Interpreters Association founded

National Registers of
1982 Communication
Professionals Working with
Deaf and DeafBlind People
(UK) founded

Simultaneous Interpretation (SI)

Simultaneous Interpretation (SI)

within Deaf communities

in the European Parliament

literature review and ethnographic fieldwork

ASL Interpreters

Discourses of
defensiveness
and response

Association of Visual
1980 Language Interpreters of
Canada founded

Members of the ethnographic fieldwork, 2005-2009 European Parliament
European Parliament (MEPs)
Interpreters (EPIs)
(2008-09)
(2005)

Deaf users of SI

Discourses of
reaction and
empowerment

Shared Identifications

A discourse of
risk and loss

Shared Identifications

A discourse of
loss and danger

Noise Sources include:

Indigeneous models of
community interpreting arise:
Pedagogical and Interpretive
Models (Colonomos 1992,
Seleskovitch 1992 respectively)

1st cognitive research of
1979 ASL, “The signs of language”,
published by Edward S
Klima and Ursula Bellugi
(American)

Expansion of Noise:

worldviews, norms, beliefs, values =

assumption of cultural neutrality &
the interaction taboo lead to a
rule of non-interference

a kind of "cues filtered out"
(Walther 1992 social information
processing theory)

Interaction Model of SI
Identity
Performance
+ Information

Registry of Interpreters for
1964 the Deaf (RID) founded (US)

Language

1st linguistic argument for
ASL published by William
1960 Stokoe (American)

Received
Signal

Signal

Signal

Received
Signal

Culture
A way of
being and relating

“TAKING OVER”
disruption of FLOW
interaction taboo
homolingualism

"culturally rich realities"
(Cokely 2001)

A way of
being and relating
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Information
Source

Transmitter

Receiver

Language

Language

Signal

Received
Signal

hesitation
pause
delay
gap
misunderstanding

Information
Destination

ESIT Paris School of 1958
Interpreting and
Translation at Université
de la Sorbonne Nouvelle

Message
An object or thing

ISIT Paris Institute of 1957
Intercultural Management
and Communication

Noise Sources:
Interpreters & Language Itself

"Before 1945, simultaneous interpretation had not existed in the
form in which we used it at Nuremburg.... Something entirely
new had come up: we had to do spontaneous interpretation,
immediate interpretation." (Peter Uiberall in Gaskin 1990)

Culture

Control

Theoretical Framework III
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European Economic 1958
Council: Regulation
No. 1 determining the
languages to be used by
the European Economic
Community
institutes language rights
for national languages in
(what becomes) the
European Union

Transmission Model of SI

What was required were people with a
certain kind of “language agility,” who
“were able to respond immediately to
language stimuli,” and could “think of
the second best word instantly, or the
third best word, because you could not
afford to stop.” (Siegfried Ramler 2010)

“We perceived our work as interpreters as just another
way of helping deaf family members, friends, co-workers,
or complete strangers. It was a way of contributing to the
general welfare of deaf people, not a way to make money,
much less earn a living.” (Lou Fant 1990)

"c

Merger/Brussels Treaty 1965
consolidates EU
Institutions

Culture

A thing or object

Social
Goal

European Parliament's 1973
language regime expands
to six

Language

Message

Carey (1975) contrasts the
dual aspects of communication:

3) dis-identification with
"Europe"

"Cultural neutrality" (Cokely 2001)
assumes: essential similarities of experience and perceptions of the meanings of
these experiences among Russians, Germans, French, British, and Americans,
regardless of role (e.g., defendant,
witness, prosecutor).

Identity
Performance
+ Information

Noise Source:
Transmission Model of SI

Critical Discourse Analysis

Fairclough’s (1992) three-dimensional theory of critical discourse analysis poses language use (discourse) as a practice of representing and also signifying,
constituting and constructing the meaningfulness of the world. Language use simultaneously generates three functional dimensions of meaning:

Transmission

1) the setting up and performance of social identities;
2) the enactment and negotiation of social relationships; and
3) the co-construction of systems of knowledge and belief.

“communication is a process
whereby messages are transmitted and distributed in
space for the control of distance and people.”

Carey: Communication is a “symbolic process” with a crucial role in the “construction and maintenance of an ordered, meaningful, cultural
world that can serve as a control and container for human action.”

Ritual

"the maintenance of society
in time - not the act of imparting information but the
representation of shared beliefs."

Interpreting for 1978
International Conferences:
Problems of Language and
Communication by Danica
Seleskovitch (Serbian-French)

2) anti- or dis-identification
with SI/language policy of EU

RID incorporates (US)

Culture as Communication

European Parliament's 1981
language regime expands
to seven

1) underutilization of SI

Audism: concept coined
1975 and defined by Tom
Humphries (American)

Theoretical Framework II

European Parliament's 1986
language regime expands
to nine

Identifications
created on basis of:

Conference of Interpreter
1978 Trainers established (US)

1972

All six languages of the 1992
United Nations are
recognized as both
official and working
languages.

National Association of
the Deaf offers competing
certification credentials.

Discursive Practice

1984 RID rejects ASL as an official
organizational language

European Parliament's 1995
language regime expands
to eleven

Discursive Practice

1985 1st public criticism of the
"machine model" of
interpreting, RID national
convention

Alex Ndeezi First Deaf 1996
Signer elected as a
Member to the Ugandan
Parliament

No feedback mechanism.

1988 Deaf President Now! protest
at Gallaudet University (US)
1987 European Forum of Sign
Language Interpreters founded

Ádám Kósa, Deaf Signer 2009
from Hungary elected to
the European Parliament

European Parliament 1998
passes a resolution for all
Member States to
recognize their national
sign languages

"Ally" Conferences
held between Deaf activists and sign language
interpreters.

1993 Slovak Republic and
Finland recognize Sign
Language in law

2011

European Parliament's 2004
language regime expands
to twenty

SI conceived as a
"practice profession" (Dean &
Pollard 2001), adapting Karasek's
(1979) Demand-Control Schema
for interpreter training and occupational safety.

1995 Czech Sign Language
recognized by law

Time-Space Compression
(Harvey 1989) as “the postmodern condition”.

European Parliament's 2007
language regime expands
to twenty-three
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2003 World Association of Sign
Language Interpreters

Calibration: "Time and
space in the chronotope
are never divorced from a
particular time or a specific
space." (Holquist 2009)

Only one way "to be" in
the system: constant urgency
and rush, "no time" to reflect or
inquire, only contribute to an illusion
of speaking the same language
where "understanding" is presumed to be automatic.

Robust interaction
of cultures and social
identities.

© 2012

"[Bakhtin's] chronotope is . . .
an instrument for calibrating
existence." (Holquist 2009)

INFORMATION TRANSMISSION
*the myth of speaking the same language

RITUALIZED INTERACTION
*"...in [Bakhtin's] dialogism, Time/space
are not given, but achieved." (Holquist 2009)

Social Practice

Communication Department
University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Stephanie Jo Kent

Identity (Relationship)

Neustadt & May (1988)

Social Practice

Beyond Homolingualism

Mechanical Production
of Homolingualism*

Social
Outcome

2011

Humane Co-Construction
of Heteroglossia*

Theoretical Framework I
Thinking in Time

Bakhtin: "Every act of speech is a link in the chain of speech communication over time."

Key

green text = "Transgredience, then, is the name of a boundary that
through interaction (our changing places) can be overcome—
transgressed—in experience." (Holquist 2009)
purple text = Interaction = the zone of 'changing places' (Holquist 2009)

relies on eyes

relies on ears

ALL CAPS = an English gloss of ASL

red text = "Chronotopes provide the clock and the map we employ to
orient our identity in the flux of existence." (Holquist 2009)
blue text = zone of shared—i.e., calibrated—identifications, the imagined
community (Anderson 1991)

Treaties of Rome lead to 1957
the "European
Parliamentary Assembly"
of the European
Economic Community
Earliest version of the 1952
European Parliament, the
"Common Assembly" of
the European Coal and
Steel Community
A Mathematical Theory of 1948
Communication by Claude
Shannon (American)
Nuremburg War 1945Crimes Tribunal using the 1946
“IBM translation system”
United Nations Charter 1945
drawn up in five official
languages, Arabic added
in 1973.
1st simultaneous 1941
interpreter training
program: la Faculté de
traduction et
d'interprétation (ETI) at
the Université de Genève
Invention of the 1925Filene-Finlay system, 1926
manufactured by IBM

